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In a world where Net Neutrality is becoming less and less of an obvious given, the most important
thing one can do to battle these issues is to openly discuss the risks and what can be done about
internet governance. It can be by making or watching documentaries (if I can suggest one myself,
the IDFA film Killswitch (2014) highlights the issue of net neutrality perfectly) and by sharing that
same documentary afterwards on Facebook, talking about it in bars or just passing it on to your
mom or dad while you’re sitting on their couch. Or, another alternative that I am going to look
deeper into in this post, is by posting on forums or using mailing lists to spread awareness about
what is happening to our daily, private lives.
Internet Governance forums can “describe how technology could bias outcomes across policy
arenas, such as privacy or freedom of expression” (DeNardis 1). Or, a bit clearer: “Internet
governance generally refers to policy and technical coordination issues related to the exchange of
information over the Internet” (DeNardis 3). Not only the exchange of information over the Internet,
but also what this exchange of information entails. Our information is used in ways that we never
imagined: “Governance has had immediate implications to freedom of expression online” (DeNardis
10). Our information, from what we do on Facebook to the private, naughty e-mail you sent your
boyfriend through G-Mail, is passed on to the government. I wanted to see what the rest of the world
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had to say about this.
I subscribed myself to a RIPE mailing list that was focussing on address policy. RIPE is an interesting
website to research because they are an independent, not-for-profit organisation that supports the
infrastrucutre of the Internet through technical coordination in its service region. They try to serve
their members by connecting the people within the technical community and spread awareness
where they can (RIPE.net). This is an important way of analyzing internet governance and see what
can be done about it.
The mailing lists of November were about IPv6 addresses. The important issue of the mailing list
was to use the new IP address that is on an best effort basis and connects you to the whole internet,
even if the advertised DNS servers aren’t picked up by every device. In the mailing list, a discussion
is raised about the merging of the IPv6 mailing list and the IPv4 mailing list, but there’s also an
interesting piece on oil companies in Saudi Arabia that want to start offering IPv6 to start looking
into the behavior of their customers. Since in this day and age the biggest companies in the world
have the most information and are therefore the most powerful (as said in the beginning sequence
of Killswitch: “information is gold”), this is something tob be cautious of. The need to go into such
excruciating detail in order to stay anonymous on the Internet without being governed, says enough
about the freedom that we are giving up. It could be because of freedom of speech or the raising
problem of copyright issues, as DeNardis mentions, but alsof of protecting the Domain Name System
from attacks from hackers (DeNardis 9).
There are two very extreme ways of looking at this development. Cyber-libertarianism is the utopian
technological determinism in which the freedom of expression lies within technology and their
protocols (Mueller 3), not the government that is watching over our every step. Technology makes
the problems of politics and governance go away if it’s up tot hem. On the other hand, there’s cyberconservatism (Mueller 4), the state sovereignty model that extends traditional forms of state control
to the internet to serve the public interest. They feel like the control that the government already has
should be used on the internet as well. They praise a bordered internet. In the mailing list, you can
see, if you look hard enough, a case of cyber-libertarianism happening between the lines. The users
believe that if they use the IPv6 protocol, it can be easier to escape the governance’s watch if they
just use a different DNS or start looking into it. In my opinion, it is certainly very important to see
what is happening and go against it, but freedom doesn’t lie within the technology itself: we can’t
randomly disregard any control that the government or bigger multinationals have over the world.
The problem isn’t fixed by a simple protocol: it is much more complex than that. And the way to
start solving this problem, is by letting everyone in the world know. Edward Snowden has started
the fire: it’s up to us to keep it burning.
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